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Should Managers Pursue  
Thematic ETFs in Europe?
Thematic ETFs are still niche, but are poised to grow.
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Key Implications

• So-called “mega trends” will help drive further growth in the ETF market. The 
bulk (84%) of the ETF issuers Cerulli surveyed in Europe expect significant 
or moderate demand for thematic ETFs in the coming 12 to 24 months. The 
most popular themes are expected to be linked to water, biotechnology, and 
technology such as robotics and artificial intelligence.

• Thematic ETFs are still niche, but are poised to grow: 38% of the respondents 
to our survey anticipate a significant level of demand for such products 
over the next 12 to 24 months. The most popular themes with investors 
will be water, biotechnology, and technology: 92%, 86%, and 84% of issuer 
respondents respectively anticipate increased demand in these areas.

 
The rise of thematic ETFs
Passive ETFs have evolved since the early days of broad-based index coverage. 
Initially, sector-specific ETFs allowed investors to make tactical plays on the 
market—for instance, building positions in cyclical sectors such as financials or 
consumer discretionary and then rotating into more defensive sectors such as 
healthcare toward the end of the market cycle. This market remains alive and well: 
ETFs focusing on the financial sector currently have €3.8 billion (US$4.3 billion) in 
AUM at the end of May 2020, according to Morningstar. This compares with €7.5 
billion in funds dedicated to healthcare stocks and €12.9 billion in technology ETFs.

More recently, so-called “mega trends” have flourished, boosted by globalization 
and the growth of the internet as a forum for sharing ideas. The explosive rise of 
technology stocks, especially the “FAANG” companies—Facebook, Amazon, Apple, 
Netflix, and Alphabet/Google—means that investors and issuers are keen not to 
miss the next big opportunity. Issuers have sought to identify the best ideas for 
thematic ETFs. 84% of the issuers Cerulli surveyed expect significant or moderate 
demand for thematic ETFs in the next 12 to 24 months.

European ETFs Issuers’ Anticipated Demand for Thematic ETFs 
Over the Next 12–24 Months, 2020
Source: Cerulli Associates  
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16%
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46%
Moderate Demand
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European ETFs Issuers’ Anticipated Demand for Thematic ETFs by Channel, 2020
Source: Cerulli Associates
Analyst Note: ETF Issuers were asked to provide their expected level of demand for thematic ETFs by channel in the next 12 to 24 months.
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Opportunities exist  
for ETFs that can  
provide exposure 

 to underrepresented 
emerging and 

 frontier markets.

Along with themes, ETFs also offer 
investors the opportunity to target 
specific countries. Until recently, 
access to foreign markets such as 
China was difficult and many markets 
are still closed to public investment. 
However, the ETF sector has expanded 
to include products such as the 
EasyETF DJ EGX Egypt Titans 20, Lyxor’s 
MSCI Turkey ETF, and the Xtrackers 
MSCI Bangladesh Swap ETF.

One manager that Cerulli spoke 
to challenged the efficacy of 
market-weighted indices when 
building portfolios diversified by 
geography, arguing that current 
global benchmarks understate the 
contribution of certain countries 
to overall world GDP. Cerulli 
believes opportunities exist for 
ETFs that can provide exposure to 
underrepresented emerging and 
frontier markets that are otherwise 
inaccessible.

The ETF issuers Cerulli surveyed 
believe that private banks will show 
the most enthusiasm for thematic 
ETFs—55% of respondents ranked 
them as either number one or two 
when asked the channels they expect 
most demand to come from. In many 

parts of Europe, distribution and 
product development are still largely 
driven by banks tied to investment 
business—their influence cannot be 
understated.

Almost one-quarter of the issuers we 
surveyed believe that asset managers 
will be the primary channel for 
thematic ETF demand. Multi-asset 
managers are increasingly reserving 
space in their portfolios for bets on 
specific trends that could secure 
sizeable returns for their clients. 
Several of the distributors Cerulli 
spoke to like thematic ETFs largely for 
their attached stories—it is easier to 
gain investor buy-in for a product that 
has a clear narrative. ETF developers 
need to consider this when marketing 
their products to wholesalers.

Direct-to-consumer (D2C) platforms’ 
appetite for thematic ETFs is still 
limited in Europe. However, this 
channel is set to become more 
important for such products as 
increasing financial education among 
retail clients boosts their investment 
sophistication. Only 6% of the issuers 
Cerulli surveyed featured D2C 
platforms in their top-three selections.

Thematic funds are a means of 
expressing beliefs about the world 
we expect to live in. Retail investors 
are accustomed to using social media 
to voice their thoughts and concerns 
and platforms such as Robinhood 
allow them to invest based on their 
views. As retail investors’ level of 
financial educational grows and 
their approaches become more 
sophisticated, we may see more “do it 
yourself” investing, which will benefit 
platforms in Europe. However, fewer 
ETFs than mutual funds are available 
on advisors’ platforms, according to 
one independent financial advisor 
(IFA) operating in the UK. Although 
most of the largest advisors’ 
platforms in the UK, including AJ Bell 
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Investcentre, Aviva Adviser Platform, 
and Standard Life, feature ETFs in their 
displays, this is not always the case in 
Continental Europe.

Speculation about the “next big thing” 
is constant. The phrase “water is the 
new gold” has been common over 
the past decade, referring to water’s 
importance to all life combined with 
the real possibility of a worldwide 
shortage. As Exhibit 2.08 shows, 92% 
of respondents to Cerulli’s survey 
expect demand for water-themed ETFs 
to increase over the coming years.

Another 86% of respondents expect 
significant demand for biotechnology-
themed ETFs. Although biotechnology 
is usually associated with medical 
applications, it also has relevance to 
the industrial and agricultural sectors. 
A majority of respondents (70%) 
anticipate demand for healthcare-
focused ETFs; this interest will have 
been boosted by the worldwide search 
for a cure for COVID-19.

One substantial difference between 
the Great Financial Crisis of 2008 
and the ongoing coronavirus 
pandemic is how difficult it has 
been for asset managers to make 
accurate predictions about complex 
non-financial factors. It has been 
a reminder that the world needs 
to better understand cross-sector 
connectedness. Cerulli believes 
that ETF issuers could find new 
opportunities working closely with 
technical experts in such sectors 
as biotechnology and healthcare 
to ensure that specialist products 
are adequately capturing areas of 
potential growth.

Unsurprisingly, 84% of issuer 
respondents believe that demand 
for technology-themed ETFs, which 
include such areas as robotics, artificial 
intelligence, and 5G networks, will 
increase. In addition, agriculture-
themed ETFs may perform better 
than expected. Although the ETF 
issuers we surveyed placed them low 
in terms of growth potential, only 3% 
of respondents expect demand to 
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Almost one-quarter of 
the issuers we surveyed 

believe that asset 
managers will be the 
primary channel for 

thematic ETF demand. 

wane. As the world addresses growing 
concerns around population control 
and the need for adequate resources, 
companies will need to innovate 
in an industry that has for too long 
been held back by old-fashioned 
practices. It will be the responsibility 
of asset managers to ensure that such 
companies get the capital they need.

Several of the product specialists 
Cerulli interviewed for this report 
rejected the idea that they focus on 
short-term fads, a criticism often 
leveled at thematic investing by 
advocates of long-term investing. 
They said that their teams are 
seeking trends that investors can 
hold onto over at least a five-year 
horizon. However, thematic ETFs, 
like many niche products, face a 
major headwind. Client portfolios 
have traditionally been constructed 

from the top down, prioritizing 
coverage of the major asset classes 
and geographies. However, a UK-
based portfolio manager at a large 
ETF issuer told Cerulli that portfolio 
construction practices could change 
with the growth of thematic investing. 
Investors may reserve a certain 
percentage of their portfolios for 
higher-conviction investments in 
the same way that some allocate 
a proportion of their assets to 
alternatives. Again, ETF issuers 
operating in the thematic space need 
to be able to tell a convincing story 
about their products to persuade 
fund selectors to adopt them. New 
categories and niches are being 
carved out all the time and Cerulli 
expects issuers to allocate more 
resources to product development 
and research to stay abreast of 
developments as the market evolves.

European ETFs Issuers’ Expected Demand for Thematic ETFs by 
Theme, 2020
Source: Cerulli Associates
Analyst Note: ETF Issuers were asked to provide their expected level of demand for ETFs 
themes over the next 12 to 24 months.

Agriculture-themed  
ETFs may perform 

 better than expected.
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Cerulli for Research and Consulting
For nearly 30 years, Cerulli has provided global asset and wealth 

management firms with unmatched, actionable insights.

Headquartered in Boston with fully staffed offices in London and Singapore, Cerulli Associates is a global 
research and consulting firm that provides financial institutions with guidance in strategic positioning and 
new business development. Our analysts blend industry knowledge, original research, and data analysis 

to bring perspective to current market conditions and forecasts for future developments.

Cerulli’s research product line includes the Cerulli Report series,  
the Cerulli Edge series, and Cerulli Lodestar.

Contact us to learn more:
info@cerulli.com | www.cerulli.com
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